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Abstract 
Let G be a connected graph of order n, and let NC2(G) denote min{[N(u)UN(v)[: 
dist(u, v)= 2}, where dist(u, v) is the distance between u and v in G. A cycle C in G is called 
a dominating cycle, if V(G)\V(C) is an independent set in G. In this paper, we prove that if 
G contains a dominating cycle and ~ ~> 2, then G contains a dominating cycle of length at least 
min{n,2NC2(G)- 3}. ~ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Definitions and notation 
All graphs considered in this paper will be finite and simple. We use Bondy and 
Murty [3] for terminology and notations not defined here. 
Let G----(V,E) be a graph of order n and C be a cycle in G. C is called a dominating 
cycle, or briefly a D-cycle, if V(G)\V(C) is an independent set in G. For a vertex v in 
G, the neighborhood of v is denoted by N(v), and the degree of v is denoted by d(v). 
For two subsets S and T of  V(G), we set Nr(S)= (vET\S :N(v)NS~O}.  We write 
N(u, v) instead of N({u, v}) for any u, v E V(G). If  F and H are two subgraphs of  G, 
we also write NF(H) instead of NV(F)(V(H)). In the case F = G, if no ambiguity can 
arise, we usually omit the subscript G of  N6(H). We denote by G[S] the subgraph of 
G induced by any subset S of  V(G). 
For a connected graph G and u, vE V(G), we define the distance between u and v 
in G, denoted by dist(u, v), as the minimum value of the lengths of  all paths joining 
u and v in G. I f  a is non-complete, let NC(G) denote min([N(u,v)[:uv q~ E(G)} and 
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NC2(G) denote min{IN(u,v)l: dist(u,v)= 2}; if G is complete, we set NC(G)=n-  1 
and NC2(G) = n - 1. 
2. Results 
In 1989, Bauer, Fan and Veldman [1] obtained the following result. 
Theorem 1. I f  G is a 2-connected 9raph of order n and a3(G)>~n+ 2, then G contains 
a cycle of lenoth at least min{n,2NC2(G)}, where a3(G) is the minimum value of 
the deoree-sum of any three pairwise non-adjacent vertices. 
Since NC2(G)>~NC(G), we get a weaker version of Theorem 1 immediately. 
Corollary. I f  G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, then G contains a cycle of 
length at least min{n,2NC( G) }. 
It is well-known that Bondy [2] proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. I f  G is a 2-connected 9raph of order n and tr3(G)~>n + 2, then every 
longest cycle in G is a D-cycle. 
By the role of Theorem 2 in the proof of Theorem 1, we were led to investigate 
whether the conclusion of Theorem 1 still holds if G is only required to satisfy that 
each longest cycle is a D-cycle or there is a D-cycle. 
In [4], Broersma nd Veldman gave the following result. 
Theorem 3. I f  G is a 2-connected 9raph of order n and G contains a D-cycle, then 
G has a D-cycle of lenyth at least min{n,2NC(G)} unless G is the Petersen 9raph. 
Recently, Zhang [7] proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. I f  G is a 3-connected 9raph of order n such that every longest cycle in 
G is a D-cycle, then G has a D-cycle of length at least min{n,2NC2(G)} unless G 
is the Petersen 9raph. 
Furthermore, Shen, Tian and Zhang [6] got a result that improves Theorems 1 and 4. 
Theorem 5. I f  G is a 2-connected 9raph of order n such that every longest cycle in 
G is a D-cycle, then G contains a D-cycle of length at least min{n,2NC2(G)} unless 
G is the Petersen 9raph or G c ~l U~2. 
Here ~l and ~2 are defined as follows: For given positive integers hi, n2 and n3, 
let K(nl,n2,n3) denote the set of all graphs of order nl + n2 + n3 consisting of three 
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disjoint complete graphs of order nl, n2 and n3, respectively. For any integer p~>3, let 
Jl* (resp. J2*) denote the family of all graphs of order 2p+3 (resp. 2p+4)  which can 
be obtained from a graph H in K(3, p,p) (resp. K(3, p,p + 1)) by adding the edges 
of two triangles between two disjoint triples of vertices, each containing one vertex of 
each component of H. Let ~¢1 = {G: G is a spanning subgraph of some graph in , t*} 
and J2 = {G: G is a spanning subgraph of some graph in ~¢2"}. 
In this paper, we weaken the conditions of Theorem 5 and get the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. I f  G contains a D-cycle and 6 >~ 2, then G contains a D-cycle of length 
at least min{n,2NC2(G)- 3}. 
In 1991, we obtained the following theorem [5]. 
Theorem 7. I f  G is a 2-connected graph of order n and NC2(G)>~(n + 3)/2, then 
either G is hamiltonian, or G is a graph obtained from K(p,q,r) (p,q,r>,3) by 
adding the edges of two triangles between two disjoint triples of vertices, each con- 
raining one vertex of each component of K(p,q,r), or G is a spanning subgraph of 
a graph in one of the following classes of non-hamiltonian graphs: 
(a) K2 VK(p,q,r), where p,q,r>>,l; 
(b) KI V (K(p,q,r)UT), where p,q,r~2, and T is the edge set of a triangle con- 
tainin9 exactly one vertex of each component of K(p,q,r). 
If we can find a simple proof that under the conditions of Theorem 7, G belongs to 
one of the three families of exceptional graphs, when G does not contain a D-cycle, 
then Theorem 7 would be an immediate corollary of Theorem 6. 
we believe that Theorem 6 can be strengthened as follows: if G satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 6, then G contains a D-cycle of length at least 
min{n,2NC2(G)- e(n)}, where e(n)= 1 if n is even, and e(n)=2 if n is odd. The 
exceptional graphs in Theorem 5 show this result would be best possible. Furthermore, 
we think the following result, which improves Theorem 5, is also true: if G contains 
a D-cycle and 6>~2, then G contains a D-cycle of length at least min{n,2NC2(G)} 
unless G is one of the exceptional graphs listed in Theorem 5. It is easy to see that 
complete bipartite graphs Km, m+q (q >~ 1 ) show that the bound 2NC2(G) is sharp. 
3. Proofs 
In order to prove Theorem 6, we introduce some additional notations. 
- . -+ 
Let C be a cycle in G. We denote by C the cycle C with a given orientation. 
If u, v E V(C), then u C v denotes the consecutive vertices on C from u to v in the 
direction specified by C..__The same vertices, in reverse order, are given by v C u. We 
will consider u C v and v C u both as paths and as vertex sets. We use u + to denote 
the successor of u on C and u-  to denote its predecessor. We write u+Z:=(u+) + 
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and u-2 : =(u - )  - ,  etc. IfA_C V(C), then A+ = {v + [ yEA} andA- ={v-  I vcA}. For 
any subset S of V(G), We write N+(S) and N-(S)  instead of (N(S)) + and (N(S)) - .  
Let G be a graph satisfying the condition of Theorem 6, i.e. G contains a D-cycle 
and 3/> 2. Throughout, we suppose that 
• G is non-Hamiltonian and C is a longest D-cycle in G, 
• [V(C)I <.2NC2(G) - 4, 
• R= G\V(C)  and xER. 
First of all, we prove some claims. 
By the maximality of C and the definition of D-cycle, we have 
Claim 1. N(x)c_ V(C). 
Claim 2. N(x)nN+(x)  =N(x)NN- (x )  = O. 
Claim 3. NR(yl)NNR(y2):O, if y l ,y2EN+(x) or y l ,y2EN-(x) .  
-...¢ 
Let Ul, v 2 . . . . .  v k be the vertices of N(x), in cyclic order around C. Then k/> 2 since 
6~>2. For any iE{1,2 . . . . .  k}, we have v+#vi+l (indices modulo k) by Claim 2. Let 
ui =v +, wi=vi+ 1 (indices modulo k), Ti=ui-Cwi, ti= [77/[ and T= U~=l T/. Denote 
Ni(v)=N(v)nTi  and di(v)= [Ni(v)[. 
For any i, j E { 1,2 ..... k}( iCj) ,  we also have the following claims. 
Claim 4. N+(x)NN(ui) =N- (x )nN(wj )  = O. 
Claim 5. N-(u i )NN(wi )n(wi  C 1)i) = {3. 
Claim 6. For any vE V(G), we have dR(v)~ 1. 
Proof. If not, then by Claim 1, there exists a vertex, say v, in C such that dn(v) > 1. 
Let xl,x2 ENn(v), then [N(xl,x2 )l >>. NC2( G). 
First, we prove that IN(xl,x2)NN+(xl,x2)l ~<2. Otherwise, let Yl,Y2 and Y3 be three 
distinct vertices in N(Xl,X2)nN+(xl,x2). By Claim 2, we know yiEN(xl)NN+(x2) 
or yiEN(x2)nN+(Xl) for any i=1,2,3.  Thus, there must exist i and j ( i#j ,  
i, j E { 1, 2, 3 }) such that Yi, Yj E N(xl )AN +(x2) or Yi, Yj E N(x2)AN +(xl ). In either case, 
it contradicts Claim 3. So we have that IN(xl,x2)nN+(xl,x2)l <~2. 
Now 
[ V(C)I >~ IN(x,,x2)UN+(x~,x2)l ~2lN(xl,x2)[ - 2 >.2NC2(G) - 2, 
a contradiction with our assumption that IV(C)[ <~2NC2(G)- 4. [] 
Claim 7. ti/> 3. 
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Proof. If ti ~<2 for some i, then Nc(ui)nNc(wi ) C{ui} by Claim 5. Moreover, we have 
N(x)NN+(x)=O by Claim 2, and Nc(ui)AN(x)=N-(x)ANc(wi)=O by Claim 4. 
Hence, Nc (x, ui)f-INc(x, wi) C {ui}. 
By Claim 6, we also have INc(x,u~) l>>.Nf2(G)-  1 and INc(x, wi)J>~NC2(G)- 1. 
Then 
I z(C)l i> INS(x, ui)UNc(x, wi)l 
INc(x,u,)l + INc(x,w,)l - 1 
>~ 2NC2(G) - 3, 
a contradiction. [] 
By Claim 7, we have IV(C)[ =k + ~'~ik=l t i >~4k. Thus we get 
Claim 8. d(x) <~ I v(C)l/4 <. (NC2(G) - 2)/2. 
Claim 9.  NR ( IIi ) : NR ( Wi ) : O. 
Proof. If not, without loss of generality, we assume that NR(Ul)#O. Suppose 
xIENR(ul) and yEN(x1) (y#ul).  Then d is t (x l ,y+)=dis t (x l ,y - )=2 and 
IN(x~, Y+ )1 >~NC2(G), IN(x~, y-  )[ >~NC2(G). 
First, we prove that N(Xl)A(u~-Cvk)=O. If not, we may choose y such that 
m(xl )A(u+-~y- )  = 0. We define a mapping from Nc(x, uk) to V(C) by 
v- if vEuk C y- ,  
f (v )= v + i fvEyCwk_ l ,  
y -  if v=vk. 
Then I f  (Nc(x, uk ) )l = [Nc(x, uk )l : IN(x, uk )l - INR(x, uk )[ >~ NC2( G) - 1 by Claim 6. 
Moveover, we have (f(Nc(x, uk))AN(xby-))C{wk, ul}. In fact, suppose that 
z E (f(Nc(x, uk)) AN(x1, y-  ))\{wk, ul }. Obviously, z# Vl, y -  by Claims 2 and 4. Now 
we consider the following cases. 
.....+ ____+ 
(i) If zE uk C w~-, then zENc(uk ) since N(x)A(uk C wk) = 0, and the D-cycle 
C'= 
Uk Z+ -'CI)IXVk+CUlX1Z~Uk if xlz E E(G), 
+----.+ ~-- -...> 
ukz Cv lxvkCyx iu lCy-zCuk  if y -zEE(G)  
is longer than C, a contradiction. Similarly, we can prove z~u+-Cy -2, using the 
assumption that N(xl )A (u +-C y-  ) = O. 
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(ii) I f  z E y+~vk, then the D-cycle 
Ul Cz -XV l  CZXlU l  
___+ ___+ +__._ 
C~ = ul C y-z  C 1)lXZ- C yxl ul 
---+ +---- +---- 
ul C y-z  C VkXVl C ukz- C yxl ul 
lg I Cz -u  k C VlXl) k CZX lU  l 
is longer than C, a contradiction. 
if xz- E E( G) and xlz E E(G), 
if xz-EE(G) and y-zEE(G),  
if ukz- E E(G) and y-z  E E(G), 
if ukz- E E( G) and xlz E E( G) 
By (i) and (ii), we have f(Nc(x, uk))NN(xl,y-)C{wk, ul}. 
By Claims 2 and 4, we have ul ~ N(x, uk) and vl ~ N(xl,y-). Then Vl ¢~ 
f(Nc(x, uk)) UN(xl, y-  ). Hence, 
Iv(c)l/> If(Nc(x, uk))UNc(Xl,Y-)l + 1 
>1 If(gc(x, uk))l + ]Nc(xt,y-)[ - 2 + 1 >~2NC2(G) - 3, 
+.----+ ----+ 
a contradiction. So we have N(xl )n (u  1 C vk) = 0, hence N(xl ) C_ uk C Ul. 
+ ----> 
Now, we choose y such that N(xl)N(y Cvl)=(~. We define a mapping 9 from 
Nc(x, uk) to V(C) by 
v- if vEul C y, 
9@) = v + if vEy+~wk, 
y+ if v=v l .  
Using a similar argument as before, we have 19(Nc(x, uk))l >~NC2(G)- 1. 
Moveover, we can prove that 9(Nc(x, uk))AN(xl,y+)C_{Ul}. In fact, suppose that 
zE(9(Nc(x, uk))NN(xl,y+))\{Ul}, then z#vk, y,y + by Claims 2 and 4. We consider 
the following cases separately. 
"+2-Cv, zEN~(uk)AN(y +) because N(x)M(uk~wk)=(~ and (i) I f  zEy  1 then 
N(xl )N(y+-Cvl ) = 0, and the D-cycle y+~z-uk~yxlui--Cvkxvl ~-Czy + is longer than 
C, a contradiction. 
( i i )  I f  z E u + ~v~-, then z E N(y +) since N(Xl ) f~ (u~ ~vk)  = •, and the D-cycle 
C'= ~ Y+-Cvlxz+--C yxlul--CzY+ i fxz  + EE(G) ,  
L y+ ~VlXVk ~Z+Uk ~ yxluI--Czy + if UkZ + E E( G) 
is longer than C, a contradiction. 
---+ 
(iii) I f  z E uk C y - ,  then z E 9(Nc(uk)) since N(x) M (uk C y)  = ~, and the D-cycle 
___+ ~ +--- 
C~ = uk Czxlul C VkXVl Cz+uk if xlz E E(G), 
ukCzy + CvlxvkCulxlyCz+uk i f y+zEE(G)  
is longer than C, a contradiction. 
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By (i)-(iii), we have g(Nc(x, uk)) NN(xl, y+) C {ul }. Then, 
[V(C)I >i Ig(Nc(x, uk))UN(x~,Y+)l 
>>- Io(gc(x, uk))l + IN(Xl,Y+)I - 1 
>~ 2NC2(G) - 3, 
a contradiction. [] 
By Claim 9, we have Nc(ui)=N(ui) and Nc(wi)=N(wi). Moreover, we have 
Claim 10. u+uj /c E(G) and W~Wj /E E(G). 
Proof. In fact, if u+uj CE(G), by Claim 9, we know the cycle u+--Cvjxvi'-Cuju + is a 
longest D-cycle not containing ui, then d(ui)<~ (NC2(G)-  2)/2 by Claim 8. We have 
NC2(G) <. IN(x, ui)] <~d(x) + d(ui) <~NC2(G) - 2, 
a contradiction. [] 
Proof of Theorem 6. Set Ull =Nl(Ul) ,  Ul2=Nl (U2) ,  and for i=2,3 , . . . ,k ,  Uil = 
Ni( ul ), Ui2 = Ni- ( u2 ). Then Vii [3 Vi2 C T i and, by a standard obvervation, Uil f3 U~.2 -= 0 
( i= 1,2,...,k). Furthermore, for i=3 ,4  . . . . .  k we have ui ~ UilUUi2 by Claims 4 and 
10. We conclude that 
k k 
ImT(Ul)l + ]mT(u2)l ~ Z( IN i (U l ) l  + IXi(u2)l) = Z( Iu i I I  + Ivi2l) 
i=1 i=1 
k k 
~- Z lUll [3Ui2l ~ ITII+ IZ2l + ~(IT/I- I) 
i=l i=3 
=- IZ l -k+2=lV(C) l -2k+2 
<<. 2NC2(G) - 2k - 2. (1) 
On the other hand we have, using Claim 9, 
NC2(G)<. Ig(x, ui)[ ~-IN(x)[ + INT(Ue)l =k + [Nr(u,)l ( i= 1,2), 
whence 
INT(Ul )l + lNr(u2)l >~2NCZ(G) - 2k, 
contradicting (I). [] 
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